
Building the UC ANR Brand



What is a brand?



“A brand is everything a company does –
the information you want to communicate 

to your customers, and the information 
you communicate despite yourselves.”



At their heart, brands are about relationships.



The UC ANR Brand Promise

 UC ANR is a network connecting the people of 
California and their University
 Practical, non-biased research that people trust
 Part of the community
 Participatory model
 Serve in a leadership role
We serve where private industry can’t/won’t



The UC ANR Brand Toolkit

Goal #1: 

Give UC ANR a stronger connection to the UC 
brand while giving our family of sub-brands a 
place to thrive.

Brands are about relationships. The UC brand 
gives us credibility; our family of sub-brands is 
where connections to our clients are made and 
flourish. 



The UC ANR Brand Toolkit

Goal #2: 

Strengthen the UC ANR brand by eliminating 
identification confusion with our campus partners.



THE FONTS and PARENT BRAND

Official: Minion Pro serif, Cronos Pro sans serif

Acceptable substitute: Times New Roman serif, Verdana sans serif

Do not use the old ANR logo on any new materials.



THE BRAND SYSTEM
The UC ANR brand system shown above with a secondary sub-brand title, shows the accepted structure of 
the brand. 

Only the sub-brands in the Toolkit are to be placed in the position to the right of the parent brand, with logo 
to the left of the bar. Program, unit, or location names not in the Toolkit should choose an appropriate sub-
brand or use the version without a sub-brand.



Cover the basics - branding

Find the Branding 
Toolkit on your 
Portal
-or-
bookmark:
http://ucanr.edu/sites/
toolkit/



What’s new?

Let’s take a little tour

http://ucanr.edu/sites/Toolkit/


Develop Consistency
Using the Toolkit elements will help you achieve a common 

look and feel in all of your communications – through 
fonts, color, and graphic elements.



Develop Consistency
• Don’t think you’re 

being boring by 
pulling elements 
from your website 
into your printed 
pieces and vice versa

• Your pieces should be 
identifiable as yours 
at a glance



Partners & funders

Logo farms need good farm management practices
– Balance, bottom or last page
– Clean and crisp: get the best file you can
– Do they make sense?



Partners & funders, The logo farm.

A unifying element 
such as the gold 
bullets shown below, 
help to equalize the 
4 logos. 



Unifying elements 
such as the light grey 
boxes shown here, 
help to equalize and 
organize the 
sub brands under 
the parent. 



Looking professional

Don’t get fancy!

DIY is best for simple 
flyers.



Looking professional

Use clip art OR photos.



Use clip art from the same “family”



Photos
• Draw the reader into 

your world
• Crisp images
• People vs. things
• Action
• Not too busy
• Appropriate to the 

size of your finished 
piece – does the 
photo “read”?



Pie charts and 
bar graphs are 
easiest for most 
to understand



Scatter plots are rated “S” 

Appropriate for scientific audiences



Backgrounds

• Difficult to execute well
• Use simple graphic shapes, not images
• Stick with your color palette
• Monochromatic
• If text appears over the background, the 

transparency of the background should be no 
greater than 15%



Why font selection matters



Don’t get “Font Happy”

• Choose no more than TWO fonts
• Use one font for the body of your text, 

one for headlines and pull quotes
• Use the Toolkit fonts –



Don’t get “Font Happy”

Fonts play an important supporting role, 
they should not take center stage

USE ALL CAPS WITH CAUTION!
As they can be hard to read and thus 

ineffective.



Now, let’s tell your story



Telling your story

The biggest and most-common mistake made 
when writing copy for a brochure, is focusing on 
information instead of persuasion.



Know your audience

• Who are they?

• What are their needs and motivations?

• Don’t talk about yourself so much



Writing great copy

• Use clear goals
 You will learn . . .
 By participating in this workshop you will . . .
 You’ll gain these skills. . .
 This program will benefit you by. . .



Writing great copy

• Use action words
• “Speak to the benefit”
• Don’t be afraid to call on emotion
• Answer the questions, “What’s in it for me?” 

and “Why should I care?”
• Use the first person – “you”
• Use client quotes



Writing great copy

• Write to your audience’s reading ability
• Do a “jargon check”
• Use MS Word’s built-in Readability Statistics





Now, where do you fit in?

• How are you uniquely poised to meet 
those needs?

• If you must talk about yourself, do it last.



Hierarchy of Text

Catchy Headlines 
Subheadings are optional and explanatory
Text - here is where you tell people about the great services you provide, 

how they’re going to be a better person by coming to your workshop, 
and how they can’t live without you.  As a matter of fact, why don’t 
they just increase funding while they’re at it.

This hierarchy tells the eye where to go - mixing up the order 
of these elements can confuse the reader



Seek the counsel of others

• Show your rough copy to other people (5 is a good
number)  What you perceive as snappy copy may 
not be so great

• Choose a “Mabel in Turlock” as one of your 
reviewers

• Don’t take feedback personally
• (Here is Step 2 of your jargon check)



Seek the counsel of others

• The best writing is re-writing!
• Edit, edit, edit
• Remember - this is a marketing piece, 

not a journal article
• Think of your design piece as a miniature billboard. 

You only have a few seconds to captivate the reader 
into staying long enough to continue reading. Just 
because your copy is well-written does not 
guarantee that anyone will take the time to read it.



Writing great copy

It’s harder to say it in 50 well chosen words, than 500.



Vague attributes

“Dedicated to academic excellence”



Before and After

This look is 
cleaner and 
organization of 
the elements 
more pleasing. 
The photo is 
allowed to bleed 
off the banner 
and the angled 
color block adds 
interest.

Rules and boxes 
are unnecessary 

and add to a 
visual confusion. 

The dark blue 
border is too 

heavy and the 
gold background 

of the brand is 
too dark. Brand 

has been 
stretched.



Bringing it all together
ANR RECS’ poster file.
This file shows good 
use of typography, 
imagery, the ANR color 
palette, and correct use 
of logo branding--
parent to sub brand.



Shown are a few examples of what the logo, photography and text look like together and the 
preferred formats. Guidelines are flexible enough for designers to be creative but rigid enough 
to keep the brand recognition. Rules can be bent, but never broken. Continuity is key, 
especially if you need the brand to extend across multiple media.



White space is good.  It provides a 
restful oasis for the eye in a desert 
of copy.



Use your real estate wisely

What will people read?
• Front cover
• Back cover
• Inside front cover
• Page opposite inside 

front cover
The rest is bonus material



• Large blocks of text are easier to read in a 
serif font

• Sans serif fonts are more informal and are 
good for headlines

Making text readable



There is some evidence to suggest that large blocks of
text are more easily understood in a layout with a
justified setting.

With smaller blocks of text, justified vs. ragged 
right is a design preference.  

Ragged left is generally considered to substantially 
lower comprehension levels

Making text readable



File formats and usage
Raster are 
digitized files that 
become pixelated 
when enlarged.

Vector art files are 
infinitely scalable.
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